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Abstract 
Requirements Engineering is more and more considered as a central phase in the development 
and implementation of computer systems. Within the context of CIM, the CIMOSA project pro
poses a set of models based on adequate concepts for expressing requirements. In this paper, we 
suggest how these models can be supported by the use of a fully formal requirements specifica
tion language called ALBERT and based on an agent-oriented real-time temporal logic frame
work. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

It is now widely recognised that the implementation and the maintenance of successful and ade
quate CIM infrastructures can only be achieved through the adoption of a rigourous development 
process made of a number of well-defined activities covering the whole lifecycle of a CIM in
frastructure. 

Among these activities, requirements analysis (or requirements engineering (RE)) is an ac
tivity which appears as crucial since it is in charge of eliciting and capturing customers wishes 
and goals for the CIM infrastructure to be settled in an enterprise. From recent research trends 
related to the RE activity, we can learn that a key issue relies on the use of an adequate language 
for modelling the requirements expressed by customers. Two specific qualities are expected from 
such a language: 

• On the one hand, the language should be expressive enough so that customers requirements 
can be modelled in a natural way, without the introduction of any overspecification. To en
sure this traceability property, a suitable requirements language will be based on an ontology 
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130 Part Five Manufacturing System Specification 

of concepts large enough so that it permits a straightforward modelling of a large variety of 
requirements belonging to the considered application domain. 

• On the other hand, the language should be afonnallanguage in order to support powerful ver
ification and validation checks, i.e. a language equipped with an adequate mathematical/lo
gical semantics made of (i) rules of interpretation which will guarantee the absence of ambi
guities in a requirements document and (ii) rules of deduction which will permit to reason on 
a specification document in order to discover potential incompletenesses and/or inconsisten
cies. 

Within the CIM context, languages have been proposed for the purpose of modelling require
ments. Examples include, e.g., SADT (Ross, 1977), IDEF-0 (CAM.I., 1980), ... However, such 
languages are not really formal languages since they are mainly based on a set of 'boxes and ar
rows' notations with only a poor underlying semantics. Another problem is that such languages 
have been originally designed for the purpose of modelling requirements inherent to business in
formation systems and, thereby, it is not proved that their underlying ontology of concepts is rich 
enough for capturing the whole complexity of a CIM enterprise modelling. Among some initia
tives at the level of the identification of an adequate ontology of concepts, one may quote the 
CIMOSA project (ESPRIT Consortium AMICE, 1993), (Vemadat, 1993) which will be heavily 
referred throughout the rest of this paper. 

At the level of formality, there are formal languages proposed for specifying CIM applica
tions. Some examples include (Bastide, 1991), (Jaulent, 1990) ,(Zerhouni, 1990) and are based 
on Petri-Nets and/or on an operational semantics. However, such languages are basically design 
specification languages and not requirements specification languages. This means that there are 
more adequate for expressing the solution to a problem rather than to model the problem itself. 
In most cases, such languages encourage a procedural style of specification while a more declar
ative (logical) style is required at the RE level. 

Some recent examples of formal requirements specification languages include RML (Green
span, 1986), GIST (Feather, 1987), MAL (Finkelstein, 1987) and ERAE (Dubois, 1991 ). In the 
specific CIM context, as examples, one may quote the on-going researches of Bussler (Bussler, 
1993) related to the use of workftows and the work of Fox (Fox, 1994) relying on a specific 
logical framework. In this paper, we propose to evaluate the ALBERT language, a language that 
has been designed recently with the purpose of modelling requirements inherent to distributed 
real-time safety-critical systems. In order to proceed to this evaluation, the expressiveness of 
ALBERT will be judged through its capacity of modelling concepts presented in the CIMOSA 
RE framework (viz. domains, processes, inputs and outputs, resources, etc). 

All along this paper, we will illustrate the use of ALBERT by considering a small case study, 
originally introduced in (Lutherer, 1994) for the purpose of illustrating the application of the 
CIMOSA concepts at the requirements and design levels. 

The example concerns the automation of a concrete hatching and mixing plant. The goal of the installa
tion is to produce several types of concrete corresponding to the customer's demand. For that purpose, 
the plant is composed of: 

• several bins to store the cements, the aggregates and the water; 
• a mixer, for the preparation of the concrete; 
• two scales, to weight the ingredients; 
• two conveyor belts, to carry the ingredients from the bins to the mixer. 
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Figure 1 Schema of the plant. 

The objective of the system is to produce automatically the concrete corresponding in composition, 
quantity and delay to the customer order. The system is depicted on Figure I. 

In Sect.2, an in-depth presentation of the ALBERT language is provided together with its il
lustration through fragments of the case study presented above. In Sect. 3, we carefully review 
the ontology of concepts made available in CIMOSA for the modelling purposes and we com
pare each of them with an equivalent construct available in ALBERT. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes 
by providing a brief overview of our recent researches in the CIM context. 

2 THE ALBERT LANGUAGE 

In this paper, we do not provide an in-depth presentation of the ALBERT language (such pre
sentation can be found in (Dubois, 1994b)). Our aim is just to illustrate some basic features of 
the language through the handling of the concrete plant case study. 

Basically, ALBERT is based on a variant of real-time temporal logic, a mathematical language 
particularly suited for describing histories (i.e. sequences of states) and expressing performances 
constraints (like, e.g. "this property holds for at least 3 minutes"). This logic is itself an extension 
of multi-sorted first order logic, still based on the concepts of variables, predicates and functions. 
The language introduces mainly three extensions: 

1. the introduction of actions. Actions are associated with changes that may alter states in histo
ries. Using actions in ALBERT makes possible to overcome the well-known frame problem, 
a typical problem resulting from the use of a declarative specification language; 

2. the introduction of agents. An agent, which can be seen as a specialization of the object con
cept, is characterized through (i) its internal state recording the knowledge maintained by 
the agent and the "visibility" that it offers to the other agents of the environment, (ii) its per
ception of what is happening in its environment and (iii) its responsibility with respect to 
actions having some effects on its state or on states of other agents. 

3. the identification of typical patterns of constraints. The use of a logical formal language 
may be compared to the use of an assembly programming language. A set of basic constructs 
are available in the language but there is a lack of support for the analyst in writing com
plex and consistent statements. To overcome this problem, a number of typical patterns of 
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State Time Stamp 

History = SEQ [Change 1 
Trace = SEQ [State 1 

Ute = CP [History, Trace 1 

Figure 2 A graphical representation of a possible life of a CementBin agent (excerpt). 

formulas have been predefined in ALBERT (in the past, a similar need for typical patterns 
was identified in RML (Greenspan, 1986)). 

Using the language involves two activities: (i) writing declarations introducing the vocabulary 
of the considered application and (ii) expressing constraints, i.e. logical statements which iden
tify possible behaviours of the different agents and exclude unwanted ones. A graphical syntax 
(with a textual counterpart) is used to introduce declarations and to express some static proper
ties. The expression of the other constraints is purely textual. 

Before to present the language constructs in Sect.2.2 and 2.3, we first provide a brief insight 
of the mathematical model underlying an ALBERT specification. 

2.1 Models of a Specification 

The purpose of our requirements language is to define admissible behaviours of the system to be 
developed. A specification language is best characterized by the structure of models it is meant 
to describe. 

In order to master their complexity, models of a specification are derived at two levels: 

• at the agent level: a set of possible behaviours is associated with each agent without any regard 
to the behaviour of the other agents; 

• at the society (group of agents) level: interactions between agents are taken into account and 
lead to additional restrictions on each individual agent behaviour. 

The specification describes an agent by defining a set of possible lives modelling all its pos
sible behaviours. A life is an (in)finite alternate sequence of changes and states; each state is 
labelled by a time value which increases all along the life. Figure 2 illustrates, in a graphical 
way, the concept of life by giving an excerpt of a possible life of the CementBin agent. 

The term "history" refers to the sequence of changes which occur in a possible life of the agent. 
A change is composed of several occurrences of simultaneous actions (the absence of action is 
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Figure 3 Declarations of the CementBin Agent. 
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also considered as a change). The term "trace" refers to a sequence of states being part of a possi

ble life of the agent. A state is structured according to the information handled in the considered 

application in terms of state components. Notice that the value of a state at a given time in a cer

tain life can always be derived from the initial state and the sub-history containing the changes 

occurred so far. 

2.2 Declarations 

Declaration of Agents 
The declaration part of an agent consists in the description of its states structure and the list of 

the actions its history can be made of. Importation and exportation links between agents are also 

graphically described. 
Since agents are considered as specialized objects, our modelling of a state structure is largely 

inspired by recent results in 0-0 conceptual modelling (see, e.g., OBLOG (Semadas, 1989) and 

0* (Brunet, 1991)). 
Agents include a key mechanism that allows the identification of the different instances. A 

type is automatically associated to each class of agent. For instance, each CementBin agent has 

an identifier of type CEMENTBIN. 
The state is defined by its components which can be individuals or populations. Usually popu

lations are sets of individuals but they can also be structured in sequences or tables. Elements of 

components are typed using (i) predefined elementary data types (like, STRING, BOOLEAN, IN

TEGER, ... ), (ii) user-defined elementary types (for which no structure is given), (iii) user-defined 

constructed types built using predefined type constructors like,e.g. Cartesian product, sequence, 

union, enumerated type, etc (e.g. INGRED, in our example, is defined as an enumeration of three 

possible values, namely Cement, Aggregate and Water), or (iv) types corresponding to agent 

identifiers. 
Figure 3 proposes the graphical diagram associated with the declaration of the CementBin 

agent. It can be read that: 

• CementStore is an instance of type INTEGER indicating the current amount of cement in the 

bin; 
• Free Cement is an action which may be issued by the CementBin. Actions can have arguments; 

for example, each occurrence of a FreeCement action has an instance of type INTEGER as 

argument which indicates the quantity of cement released by the bin when the valve is open. 
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Figure 4 Declarations of the resources hierarchy of the concrete plant. 

The diagrams also includes graphical notations used to express the visibility relationships link
ing the agent to the outside (Importation and Exportation mechanisms). Boxes without arrow 
denote information (state components or actions) which is not visible from the outside while 
boxes with arrow denote information which is exported to the outside. From the declaration of 
the CementBin agent, it can be read, for example, that the Exception Management department 
may have knowledge of Exception occurrences inside the bin and that the CementScale informs 
the bin of the currently WeighedQuantity. 

Importation and Exportation are static properties; Perception and Information are their dy
namic counterparts and provide the analyst with a finer way of controlling how agents can see in
formation inside each other (perception and information constraints will be discussed in Sect. 2.3). 

Declaration of a Society 
Agents are grouped into societies. Societies themselves can be grouped together to form larger 
societies. In fact, a specification consists in a hierarchy of agents (a tree-like structure). Figure 4 
shows the hierarchy associated with the concrete plant. 

The existing hierarchy among agents is expressed in term of two combinators: cartesian prod
uct and set. In our specific case, e.g. the Production Control agent is an aggregate of one Mixer, 
several CementBins, one CementConveyor, one CementScale, a Truck, ... 

2.3 Constraints 

Constraints are used for pruning the (usually) infinite set of possible lives (histories) of an agent. 
Unlike usual design specification languages, the ALBERT semantics is not operational. A life 
must be extensively considered before it can be classified as possible or not, i.e. adding new 
states and changes at the end of a possible life does not necessarily result in a possible life. 

Figure 5 introduces the specification associated with the behaviour of the CementBin agent 
and refers to the graphical declaration introduced in Figure 3. Formal constraints are expressed 
in terms of the different patterns available in the language. Rather than describing in details those 
patterns (which are extensively presented in (Dubois, 1994b), we will only refer to the informal 
comments written on the figure in order to exhibit the expressiveness and the non-operational 
style of an ALBERT specification. 

Basically, properties are classified under 8 different headings grouped into two families: Lo
cal Constraints precise the responsibility of an agent with respect to changes that may alter its 
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state of knowledge, and Cooperation Constraints specify how the agent interacts with the other 
agents of its environment. Finally, it should be also noted the use of Basic Constraints to define 
the initial values of the system. 

Local Constraints 
Local constraints are related to the internal behaviour of the agent. These constraints prescribe 
the sequence of actions that may/must happen through the whole life of the agent as well as the 
sequence of states which results from action occurrences. Local constraints are classified under 
four headings: State Behaviour, Effects of Actions, Causality and Capabilities. 

I CementBin I 
BASIC CONSTRAINTS 
INITIAL VALUATION 

CementStore--o 1\ Open Valve=FALSE 1\ RequiredQty=O 

LOCAL CONSTRAINTS 
STATE BEHAVIOUR 

• (CementStore=O 1\ Open Valve) 1\ • (0>5min Open Valve) 
The valve of an empty bin is always closed. In order to avoid technical problems, 

bin valves can not stay open for more than 5 minutes. 

EFFECTS OF ACTIONS 

Sales. Order(< qc, _, _ > ): RequiredQty"'lc 
PlantStorage.Delivezy(q,_): CementStore---cementStore<q 
Close: Open Valve=FALSE 1\ RequiredQty=O 
Open: Open Valve= TRUE 
FreeCement(q): CementStore--cementStore-q 

CAUSALITY 

Sales.Order(< qc, _, _ >) O~.,c Open 

CAPABILITY 

.F ( FreeCement(qJ I Open Valve--FALSE V CementStore< qV q~ OV q> 100) 
The bin empties only when the valve is open and the quantity of cement freed 

in one time unit is less than 100 
XO ( FreeCement(_J I Open Valve= TRUE 1\ CementStore;i 0) 

A non empty bin always empties when the valve is open. 
X 0 ( Close I CementScale. WeighedQuantity ~ RequiredQty ) 

As soon as the required cement quantity has been weighed, the valve must be closed. 

X 0 ( Exception I CementScale. WeighedQuantity > RequiredQty ) 
An exception message is generated if the weighed quantity outnumbers the required one. 

COOPERATION CONSTRAINTS 
ACTION PERCEPTION 

XK ( PlantStoroge.Delivezy(_,i) I i=ment) 
Only an ingredient of type cement can be delivered in a cement bin 

X 0 ( Sales. Order(< qc, _, _ >)I CementStore ~ qc 1\ RequiredQty=O ) 
Sales orders are taken into account if sufficient stock exists for producing them 
and if no other order is already in production. 
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STATE PERCEPTION 

X /C ( CementScale. WeighedQuantity I TRUE ) 
The cement bin has always access to the dial of the scale. 

ACTION INFORMATION 

X/C ( FreeCement(-).CementScale I TRUE ) 
Everything freed by the cement bin goes into the cement scale 

X/C ( Bxception.BxceptionManagementl TRUE ) 
Each time an exception occurs, the Exception Management is warned. 

STATE INFORMATION 

X/C ( CemeotStore.ControUerl TRUE ) 
The bin always lets the controller know its content. 

Figure 5 Constraints on the CementBin Agent. 

Under the heading Effects of Actions are described the effects of the different actions hap
pening. The effect of an action is expressed in terms of a property characterizing the state which 
follows the occurrence of an action (see examples in Figure 5). Under the heading Capability 
is described the responsibility of the agent with respect to the occurrences of its own actions. 
The default rule is that all actions are permitted whatever the situation but specific constraints 
can be added for making possible to express circumstances under which obligations and preven
tions are associated with actions occurrences (see for example the prevention constrain on the 
CementBin agent stating that no FreeCement action can occur when the bin valve is closed). 

A specification of requirements only written with Effects of Actions and Capability con
straints leads the analyst to adopt a rather operational style of specification where are described 
states transitions and conditions under which these transitions may/must occur (such a style of 
specification is advocated in, e.g., MAL (Finkelstein, 1987). Adopting this style may lead to the 
introduction of extra information in the agent state at the risk of over-specifications. 

ALBERT provides more freedom to the analyst by letting him/her to adopt a more declarative 
style of specification. Under the Causality heading are described the causality relationships ex
isting among action occurrences. In our case study, an example of causality exists among e.g. an 
Order request issued by the Sales department and a Open action under the control of the cement 
bin. It relies upon the necessity of having one unique occurrence of the Open action in response 
to each occurrence of the Order action. Finally, under the State Behaviour heading are described 
two kinds of constraints which must hold from the admissible history of an agent: 

• static constraints are constraints which are true in all states (usually referred as invariants); 
• dynamic constraints are constraints on the evolution of the state. They are expressed using 

temporal connectives. See for example the constrains on the CementBin agent. 

Cooperation Constraints 
Under the Action Perception and State Perception headings is described the responsibility of 
an agent with respect to the perception that it has to guarantee (i) for the actions happening in 
other agents and (ii) for state information made visible by other agents. In any case, using the 
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appropriate pattern, the perception guaranteed by an agent may vary with time and depend on cir
cumstances (see, the example of an Action Perception constraint in Figure 5 stating that Order 
requests issued by the Sales department are ignored if another order is currently being processed 
(RequiredQty =I= 0) or if not enough cement is present in the bin. 

Under the Action Information and State Information headings is described the responsibil
ity of an agent with respect to the visibility that it may offer to some other agents (i) for some 
of its performed actions and (ii) for parts of its state. See, in Figure 5, the example of an Action 
Information constraint in the specification of the CementBin agent stating that the FreeCement 
action is always showed to the CementScale agent. In any case, using the appropriate pattern, 
the visibility offered by an agent may vary with time, depend on circumstances and be restricted 
to some agents. 

The use of perception and information constraints makes possible to describe various coop
eration protocols (reliable or not) that may take place among agents. Again, ALBERT permits 
to express the different protocols at a high level of abstraction and without any regard to imple
mentation details (like, e.g., the use of acknowledgment messages, messages storage buffers). 

3 FROM CIMOSA CONCEPTS TO ALBERT CONSTRUCTS 

The CIMOSA proposal (ESPRIT Consortium AMICE, 1993), (Vemadat, 1993) relies upon a 
framework made of different integrated models (with associated concepts and supporting for
malisms) used for the purpose of covering the different phases (i.e. requirements definition, de
sign and implementation) of the engineering activity of CIM systems. 

In this section, we will concentrate on the relationship existing between ALBERT and CIM
OSA at the requirements and design engineering levels. At the requirements level, CIMOSA 
concentrates on a logical view of the different functionalities to be performed in the CIM system 
without any regard to the resources required for their execution. These resources are taken into 
account at the design level where elementary functions identified in the functionalities are taken 
in charge by the resources. 

Throughout this section, we will refer to the terminology used in CIMOSA and illustrate the 
mapping between CIMOSA and ALBERT through the case study already introduced and com
pletely handled in (Lutherer, 1994). 

3.1 Requirements Definition 

In CIMOSA, the Requirements Definition Modelling Level concentrates on collecting the end
user needs and on structuring them in terms of a hierarchy of purely logical processes where: 

• At the top level, processes correspond to the Domains Processes (DP) belonging to the Do
mains establishing the scope of the studied problem. DP's are further decomposed into Busi
ness Processes. 

• At an intermediate level, processes correspond to Business Processes (BP). BP's identify the 
logical activities as well as the required sequencing of them needed for solving the manufac
turing system problem. BP's can be themselves further decomposed into finer BP's and/or 
into Enterprise Activities. Within the context of our case study, Figure 6 shows an example 
of such decomposition. 
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Procedural rules: c=f Start of para]Iel execution 

lY End of parallel execution 

r=t> Unconditional execution 

Figure 6 Decomposition and behaviour of the Production BP. 

• At the lower level, processes correspond to Enterprise Activities (EA). EA's are terminal no

des in the hierarchy and are associated with the description of the ultimate functionalities 

(inputs/outputs transformations) guaranteeing the effectiveness of the solution to the man

ufacturing problem. Within the context of our case study, Figure 7 shows an example of such 

decomposition. 

~~rv-;;;;;--7 
~LV~~y~ 

Figure 7 Decomposition and behaviour of the Cement Weight BP. 

Processes and their behaviour 
Using ALBERT, it is straightforward to map the results ofthe Requirements Definition Modelling 

Level through the elaboration of an equivalent hierarchy where: 

• societies (group of agents) are introduced at the higher and intermediate levels for represent
ing DP's and BP's; 

• agents are introduced at the lower levels for representing EA's. 

Within the context of our case study, such hierarchy is presented on Figure 8. 

In CIMOSA, at the Behaviour Analysis Level, Procedural Rules (PR) are used for defining 

the logical sequence of BP's and EA's inside a specific DP/BP (see Figure 6). Such rules have 

their counterpart in ALBERT where causalities (see Local Constraints in Sect. 2.3) can be used 

to express the unconditional execution, the conditional execution, the parallel execution and the 

rendezvous of different processes. 
Besides the dynamical aspect, in CIMOSA, at the Operational Analysis level, ultimate ele

ments introduced in the different functionalities are characterised by Inputs and Outputs. Inputs 

are of three types: 

• function inputs are a set of object views (information) representing information and physical 

objects processed by the EA; 
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Figure 8 Declarations of the process hierarchy of the Production Control Domain. 

• control inputs represent information used to control or to constrain the execution of the EA 
but which are not processed by the EA. A typical example is a NC-Programme; 

• resource inputs are either the current resources used for executing the EA or a set of required 
capabilities of candidate resources. Required Capabilities may describe abilities of machines 
as well as of humans. 

Outputs of an EA are also of three types: 

• function outputs are, similarly to function inputs, a set of object views (information) repre
senting information and physical objects produced by the EA; 

• control outputs are a set of events generated by the EA and which may cause the triggering 
of a domain process; 

• resource outputs report the information to be recorded about the usage of resources after ex
ecution of the EA (e.g. tool usage times, ... ). 

Cement Weight 

COMP 

e=·~~~ -~ ~ II Co9ci~·11 ~·I 
qty qty 

Plan~torage 

INTEGER INTEOER INTEGER 

Figure 9 ALBERT declarations associated with the CementWeight EA. 

In Figure 9, we provide the specification of the EA CementWeight where we have identified: 

• RequiredQty as a control input recording the quantity of the cement to be weighed; 
• CementStore as a function input attached with the stock of cement; 
• Exception as a control output associated with the occurrence of an exception and the request 

issued to the Exception Management Domain Process to handle it; 
• Weighed Quantity as a function output attached with the cement weighed before its delivery. 

All the constraints attached with these different inputs/outputs are presented in Figure I 0. 
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Information view 
In parallel with the specification of the different processes, CIMOSA also recommends to per
form an Information Analysis based on an object oriented paradigm. The concepts used are Ob
ject Views (perception of objects by users or applications), Information Elements (data items 
composing object views), Enterprise Objects (EOs) (entities of the enterprise on which views 
are defined), Object Abstraction Mechanisms (generalisation and aggregation between objects), 
Object Relationships (connecting pairs of objects), and Integrity Rules (constraints on informa
tion). 

The information modelling in ALBERT is based on data types. Every information in a speci
fication (be an action argument or a state component) is typed. Information Elements (IEs) cor
respond to simple (basic or predefined) data types. These are the basic elements (attributes) with 
are used to define more complex objects. Enterprise objects correspond to complex data types 
(defined by applying constructors -like Cartesian Product, Set, Sequence, ... -on simple and 
other complex data types Gust like EOs are constructed from information elements and EOs). 
They represent the objects (physical and informational) which are manipulated in the enterprise. 

ALBERT does not provide any explicit representation of object views. An object view would 
correspond in ALBERT to a particular data type which is a sub-sort of another. For example, us
ing this mechanism makes possible to define a cartesian product of three components as a subset 
of a cartesian product of five components. 

ALBERT provides usual abstraction mechanisms associated with abstract data types (viz ge
nericity and specialisation) and thereby can be used for the definition of generic objects ( encom
passing several IEs or EOs) and the definition of specialisation of them. 

Objects Relationships can be expressed by two means: cartesian products or tables. Both so
lutions can equally be used. The choice of a solution rather than the other depends on constraints 
and accesses that have to be expressed on the relation. The expression may be easier with a table 
in some cases, and more easier with a Cartesian product in others. 

Integrity rules are easily expressed in ALBERT where, under the state behaviour heading (see 
Sect. 2.3), any temporal logic formula can be used. This enables the expression of constraints 
expressing derivation of values of components from values of others, invariants and constraints 
on the evolution of states. 

3.2 The Design Model 

In CIMOSA, the Design Specification Modelling Level is concerned with the technological choi
ces to be made for the implementation of the CIM system. At that level, the major design deci
sion is concerned with the identification of the actual resources (called Functional Entities in 
CIMOSA) that will be able to carry out the different elementary functions identified during the 
Requirements Definition level. In other words, at the design level, we need to transform the ide
alized (process-driven) view of the manufacturing system into a degraded view of the system 
where constraints are superimposed due to the nature and the capabilities of the different re
sources which are used. 

In CIMOSA, the resulting design model presents the different functional entities together with 
the behaviour of the activities that they perform. In ALBERT, the hierarchical structure of the 
resources is reflected in the graphical diagram presented in Figure 4 where the agents correspond 
to the different functional entities. In the particular case of the CementBin resource, we have 
presented its complete specification in Figure 3. 
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J Cement Weight J 

BASIC CONSTRAINTS 
INITIAL VALUATION 

CementStore=O II RequiredQty=O II WeighedQuantity=O 

LOCAL CONSTRAINTS 
EFFECTS OF ACTIONS 

PlantStorage.Delivery(_,q): CementStore--cementStore+q 
FreeCement(q): CementStore=CementStore-q 
Sales. Order(< qc, _, _ > ): RequiredQty=qc 
Discharge(_): Compositon=UNDEF 
ComputeWeight(q): WeighedQuantity=q 

CAUSALITY 

Sales. Order(< qc, _, _ >) _2_, Exception Ell ( (FreeCement(_) )*;Exception) Ell ( ( FreeCement(_) )*; Discharge(qc)) 
Exceptions may occur during cement weighing: either at the beginning or after 
a certain quantity (below the required quantity) of cement has been weighed. 

CAPABILITY 

XO ( ComputeWeight(q) I RequiredQty ;< 0 II WeighedQuantity < RequiredQty) 
Weight computing occurs continiously from the order receipt until the required 
quantity has been weighed. 

:F ( FreeCement(q) I WeighedQuantity 2: RequiredQty V q > CementStore) 
No more cement than what is required, nor than what is available, can be weighed. 

COOPERATION CONSTRAINTS 
ACTION PERCEPTION 

XO ( Sales.Order(< qc, _,_>)I CementStore 2: qc II RequiredQty=O) 
Sales orders are taken into account if sufficient stock exists for producing them 
and if no other order is already in production. 

XO ( PlantStorage.Delivery(_,_) I TRUE ) 
Deliveries are always possible (capacities are infinite! l 

ACTION INFORMATION 

0 ( Exception.ExceptionManagement I TRUE ) 
Exception Management is always informed of occurences of exceptions. 

0 ( Discharge(_).CementCanying I TRUE ) 
Cement Carrying is always informed that the cement weighing activity is over. 

Figure 10 ALBERT constraints associated with the Cement Weight EA. 

4 CONCLUSION 

141 

In this paper, we have used the ALBERT language, a formal requirements for the specification of 
real-time composite systems, in the context of CIM infrastructures modelling. In order to eva!-
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uate the degree of expressiveness offered by ALBERT in this context, through the handling of a 
case study, we have compared it with respect to the modelling constructs proposed in CIMOSA 
for the requirements and design levels. From that experiment, we can draw two conclusions: 

• The ALBERT language offers enough expressivity for capturing the different informal and 
semi-formal descriptions provided in the CIMOSA models; 

• Thanks to the underlying formal semantics, ALBERT helps the analysts in detecting desired 
properties like e.g., the absence of deadlocks, the completeness of the specification, .... 

Finally, we would like to conclude this paper by providing some insights about our researches 
in the CIM context. These researches are going in two directions: 

1. On the one hand, we are working on the specification of CIM requirements fragments for the 
purpose of defining a library of reusable components for CIM applications. Such reusable 
components can be composed through the use of well-defined structuring mechanisms avail
able in ALBERT but not fully detailed in this paper. Preliminary result is the identification 
and the specification of a general CIMframework presented in (Dubois, 1993). 

2. On the other hand, we are working on the elaboration of a general architecture in terms of 
whichfunctional as well nonfunctional requirements can be reconciled within a unique for
mal requirements document. In CIMOSA, these non functional requirements are related, for 
example, to the Objectives and Constraints attached to Domains. Preliminary results are re
ported in (Dubois, 1994a). 
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